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Abstract: We explain how integers are represented and stored in modern digital computers.
The smallest and most basic data item in a digital computer is called a bit. Physically a bit is a switch that can be either open or closed. We can associate that with a value of 0 or 1. A bit by itself has limited usefulness. Usually 8 of them are grouped together to from a byte. A single byte consisting of 8 bits, each of which can be a 0 or 1, can therefore have any one of \(2^8 = 256\) distinct patterns. In C++ for example, a single byte is used to represent a single ASCII character.

1. Representing and Storing Integers

We discuss here the way integers are represented in a digital computer. Integers are whole numbers with no fractional parts. The patterns used to store integers are called number codes. The most common number code for storing integer values in a computer is called the two’s complement representation. For convenience we will first assume that each integer is stored in a single byte. We can then easily see how to extend it to larger bit-size patterns.

To determine the integer represented by a given bit pattern, we start by constructing the so-called value box. Starting from the right
we have $2^0 = 1, 2^1 = 2, 2^2 = 4, \ldots, 2^6 = 64$. The last one (the left-most one) is $2^7 = 128$, but we reverse its sign to give $-128$. These values are placed on the top of the value box.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
-128 | & 64 | & 32 | & 16 | & 8 | & 4 | & 2 | & 1 \\
---- |----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----
\end{array}
\]

Conversion of any binary number, for example $10001101$, simply requires inserting the bit pattern into the value box and adding the values having ones under them.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
-128 | & 64 | & 32 | & 16 | & 8 | & 4 | & 2 | & 1 \\
---- |----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
 & 1 | & 0 | & 0 | & 0 | & 1 | & 1 | & 0 | & 1 \\
-128 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 8 + 4 + 0 + 1 &= -115
\end{array}
\]

Thus the bit pattern $10001101$ represents the integer $-115$.

In reviewing the value box, it is evident that any two’s complement binary number with a leading 1 represents a negative number, and any bit pattern with a leading 0 represents a positive number. The most negative number that can be stored is the decimal number $-128$, which
has the bit pattern 10000000. It is clear that a positive number must have a 0 as its left-most bit. From this you can see that the largest positive 8-bit two’s complement number is 127 which has a bit pattern of 01111111.

Thus using a single byte all integers from -128 to 127 can be represented. But how about integers outside this range? Notice that if we add 1 to the bit pattern 01111111 which represent the integer 127, we have the bit pattern 10000000 which represents the integer -128. Similarly if you subtract 1 from -128 you will get 127. Thus the numbers are wrapped around in a cyclic fashion. The bit pattern for 0 is 00000000. Adding 1 to the bit pattern gives the bit pattern 00000001 for integer 1. Continuing this way we finally get to the bit pattern 01111111 which represent the integer 127. After that we get the bit pattern 10000000 which represents the integer -128. Continuing this way we get the bit pattern 10000001 which represents the integer -127, etc., until finally we have the bit pattern 11111111 which represents the integer -1.

Of course 127 or 128 are not very large integers. In order to be able to represent integers outside of -128 to 127, two or more bytes
are grouped together into larger units, called words, which facilitate faster and more extensive data access. The number of bytes in a word determines the maximum and minimum integer values that can be represented. The table lists these values for 1, 2 and 4 byte words, each of the values listed can be derived using 8-, 16-, and 32-bit value boxes, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum Integer Value</th>
<th>Maximum Integer Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Byte (8-bits)</td>
<td>-128</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Bytes (16-bits)</td>
<td>-32,768</td>
<td>32,767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Bytes (32-bits)</td>
<td>-2,147,483,648</td>
<td>2,147,483,647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In C++ running on modern 32-bit environment, the minimum and maximum integer values are -2,147,483,648 and 2,147,483,647 and are stored in pre-defined global constants INT_MIN and INT_MIN, respectively.

In scientific and engineering computing one deals primarily with real numbers. Therefore purely integer calculations are not common. Real numbers in general cannot be represented or stored by a digital
computer and have to be approximated as floating point numbers to be discussed next.

We want mention that MATLAB has no integers (except for storage of certain data). Instead, integers are treated just like floating point numbers.